Hair Design for Men
Mens Hairstyles

• All the design principles and elements you learned about work for men’s hairstyles as well.

• Men’s hairstyles have come a long way since the Beetles.
  – Men now have more hairstyle choices than ever before.

• Be sure to recommend styles that are both flattering and appropriate for the clients lifestyle, career and hair type.
Tools

Clipper & Guard Attachments

Trimmers

Shears

Thinning Shears

Razor

Clipper Bomb

Barber Comb
Basic Clipper Techniques

• Clipper – Over – Comb
  – Allows you to cut the hair very close to the scalp and create a flat-top or square shape.
  – The angle at which you hold the comb determines the amount of hair that is cut.

• Clipper Cutting With Attachments
  – Using the length guard attachments is a quick and easy way to create short haircut.
  – Allows you to create many different shapes.
Fade

- Hair is longer at top.
- Hair is shorter in bottom areas.
  - Hair is cut from shorter at nape area to longer at top.
    - Use guards to change length.
Businessman's Cut

- Many men will ask for the “Businessman’s Cut”.
- Hair is left a bit longer on top and tapers down at nape using clipper over comb method.
Necklines

Square  Faded  Round
Problem Areas

Widows Peak  Receding Hairline  Thinning

Swirl  Cowlicks  Double Crown
Video Time